PII component of the toad electroretinogram.
1. The PII component of the electroretinogram (ERG) is comprised of the b-wave and the DC component and is thought to reflect bipolar cell activity. Although the b-wave is generated in large part by a K+/Müller cell mechanism, the origin of the DC component is unclear. In this paper we detail our investigation of the origin of the DC component. We hypothesize that the DC component is generated by a K+/Müller cell mechanism identical to that involved in b-wave generation. 2. We studied the ERG in the dark-adapted, isolated retina preparation of the toad, Bu fo marinus. We used K+ ion-sensitive microelectrodes (K+ISM), as well as conventional intra- and extracellular microelectrodes, to record [K+]o changes, the vitreal ERG, and Müller cell responses. 3. We used the excitatory amino acid receptor agonist N-methyl-DL-aspartate (NMDLA) to inhibit light responses of third-order neurons and thereby eliminate most of the ERG M-wave. In the absence of the M-wave, the ERG consisted of PII and PIII. We then superfused the retina with a solution containing both kynurenic acid (KYN) and 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (APB), which together inhibit all retinal responses proximal to the photoreceptors. In the presence of KYN and APB, the ERG consisted only of PIII. Using digital subtraction, we reconstructed PII. To our knowledge, this is the first report of the isolation of a PII component in the ERG of a nonmammalian species. 4. Using K+ISMs, we recorded the distal K+ changes in the outer plexiform layer (OPL).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)